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                 UNIT-5
     The Great Adventure

`
Major Goals of the Unit

· Learners read and enjoy stories and poems which reflect the issues of the differently

abled.

· Make formal presentations of discourses such as character sketch,
conversation, diary, adding lines to the poem, speech and thought.

· Involve in the interactive sessions based on the challenges of the differently
abled.

· Write conversations using expressions for encouraging someone.
· Prepare a speech congratulating a person.
· Participate in discussions on protecting trees.
· Use appropriate expressions to agree or disagree in a debate.
· Understand the use of conditional clause-Type 1
· Edit a discourse.
· Undertake simple projects.

Performance Expectations

· Learners participate in games and activities comprehending the directions given by
the teacher.

· Comprehend simple narrations and participate in guided imageries.
· Make speeches.
· Act out, mime, perform stories or draw pictures/graphic organisers based on what

is heard or read.
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Aim: To engage the learners in games.

Language focus: Listen to simple instructions and act accordingly

TLM: Pens for each learner, two bangles

20 minutes

Session 1
Time:  1½ hours

Activity 1 - Turn around

Assessment: Were the learners able to follow instructions?

Teacher divides the learners to two groups. Each group stand in a line facing each other. Let each

learner carry a pen in their mouth. Teacher hangs a bangle on the pen carried by the learners who stand

first in each group. When the teacher blows the whistle, learners should pass the bangle using the pen

that is held in their mouth. They are not supposed to touch it with their hand.  The group who finishes

passing the bangle without dropping it, will be the winner.

Aim :  To sensitize the learners to the fact that the differently abled can excel in

   many ways if they get good support from others.

Language focus : Listen and follow the instructions given.

20 minutesActivity 2 - Find the object

Teacher hides an object inside the classroom. Learner has to find the object blindfolding his/her eyes.

Before the action, teacher can make the learner swirl to make the activity challenging. Learners sit in two

groups. Each group selects a member to find the object.When one learner is trying to find the object,

one of his/her group members can give proper directions like go forward,turn left ,you are very near

to the object etc…One from the opposite group can give wrong directions. The learner is expected to

find the object from the clues given by his fellow group members.

Assessment: Were the students able to follow instructions?
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Aim : Act according to the instruction

Language focus : Introduce the word ‘neighbour’. Familiarize the pronouns .

Learners sit in a circle. Teacher calls the name of a learner. He/she stands up.

He says “ I am ………. “

The learners who are  sitting on both sides (right and left) of him/her also stands up.

“ He is ……….., She is………….
These  are my neighbours”
They exchange their seats.
Continue the game.

20 minutesActivity 3 - Do you Know?

Assessment :   Observe and identify those who can understand the instructions and act

accordingly.

Aim : Engage in group activities.

Language focus : Comprehend teacher talk and act accordingly.

Teacher draws three or four huts on black board.
Teacher writes the name of house owners below each picture.
Says, ……………. and ……...are neighbours.
Asks, “ Do you have neighbours?”
“Who are your they?”
“Can you say their names?”
Teacher gives worksheet.

Let the learners work on it.

15 minutesActivity 3 - My Neighbours

Assessment :   How many learners could complete the worksheet?
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Aim: Involve the learners in an interactive session based on the achievements of the differently

abled.

Language focus: Responds to the questions meaningfully.

Teacher plays the song of VaikomVijayalakshmi( ‘katte katte’).Let them guess the singer. She displays
the image of Dr. VaikomVijayalakshmi. Let the learners find out if there is anything special about her.Then
teacher shows a video of Stephen Hawking to introduce his life .
Interaction

· What is the lesson we should learn from these people?
· How did they succeed in their respective fields?

Asks the learners to collect the pictures and details of differently abled people in Kerala who have
success stories. Compile a collection of profile.
(Project work page no.179)

30 minutesActivity 4- Picture Interaction

Assessment :   Could the learners describe the picture as per the indicators given in the rubrics?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?

2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly?

3. How did I help others today?

4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?

5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
· To what extent my learners were are able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?
· Was I able to  use the ICT materials properly?

Expected writings in learner’s notebook:·Write up about the eminent personalities

Evidences of Learning in the classroom:·Compiled profiles

Things that go to the portfolio: Individually written profile
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Aim : Describe a picture.

Language focus : Description of a picture.

50 minutes

Session 2
Time:  1½ hours

Activity 5 - Picture Reading

Assessment: Were the learners able to describe the given picture?

How far were they able to comprehend the text?

10 minutesActivity 6 - Crossed legs

Teacher shows the picture given in Page No. 147.(Annexure 1)

Interaction
· What do you see in the picture?
· Who are there in the picture?
· What are they doing?

Elicits sentences from the learners.Then learners  write down a description.

Random presentation.

Asks them to sit in groups. Group refinement.

Presentation of Teacher’s version.

Interaction
· Here’s a school in Japan. There’s something special about the school. What is it?

Let the learners read the passage given in page 147 individually.

Let them read it in their group and find what is special about the school.

Aim:  Energize the learners by engaging them in a game.

Language focus:  Listening to the instructions and act accordingly.

Teacher asks the learners to stand in pairs (A and B) holding tight on their waist. A’s right leg and B’s

left leg are intertwined. The pairs are asked to walk using A’s left leg and B’s right leg.

Assessment: How far the students able to follow instructions?
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Aim :  Read with comprehension.

Language focus :  Read, comprehend the story and respond to the questions.

   Prepare a conversation

60 minutesActivity 7 - The  Invitation

Interaction  .
· How did you feel when you walked with your partner?
· Can you imagine a situation like this?
· Here, in this story, Totto Chan has a friend. His name is Yasuki Chan. Let’s know more

about him.
Makes the learners sit in pair groups and read the passage given in page 148.
Process Reading
Teacher helps the pairs who need help.
Interaction
Totto Chan invites Yasuki Chan to visit her tree. Can you prepare a conversation between them?
Individual writing.
Pair refinement.
Presentation of Teacher version.

Totto: Hai, Yasuaki. How are you?
Yasuaki: Hai. I am fine Yasuki.
Totto: What happened? Why are you sitting alone?
Yasuaki: What shall I do? I can’t play. I have no friends.
Totto: Don’t worry. I will be your friend.
Yasuaki:  I have no tree to climb.
Totto: No problem. You can climb my tree.
Yasuaki:  Really! Is it possible for me?
Totto: Of course. I shall help you.

Assessment: Were the learners able to prepare the conversation as per the indicators?

           How many of them needed support to comprehend the passage?

Teacher assesses the conversations with the help of the rubrics.
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Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?

5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:

1. To what extent are my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
4. What support shall I give them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in learner’s notebooks: Description of picture in the textbook, individual &
group attempts of conversation
Evidences of learning in the classroom: Teacher versions of description and  conversation

RUBRICS FOR WRITING CONVERSATION (UP)

Area Excellent  Good Satisfactory Need 
Improvement 

Communication/ 
meaning 

Easy to follow 
and 
understand. 
 

Generally easy 
to follow and 
understandable. 

Somewhat 
easy to follow 
and understand 
but has errors 
that interfere 
with 
understanding. 

Somewhat 
difficult 
to follow and 
understand 
because of errors. 

Beginning & ending Show an 
exceptional 
awareness of 
beginnings and 
endings. 

Some 
awareness of 
proper 
beginnings and 
endings. 

A little 
awareness of 
beginnings but 
no conclusion. 

No proper 
beginning and 
ending. 

Sentence 
Variety and 
Formation 

Show 
exceptional 
use of sentence 
variety and 
complexity of 
structure. 

Maintains 
appropriate 
variety in length 
and structure. 

Generally 
complete 
with moderate 
variety in 
length 
and structure. 

Sentence 
formation 
errors and lack 
of variety. 

Correct CUPS 
(capitalization, 
Word usage, 
punctuation, and 
spelling.) 

Exceptional 
CUPS. 

Consistently 
correct 
CUPS. 

Almost correct 
CUPS. 

some errors in 
CUPS. 

Discourse markers 
(agreements/disagreem
ents, tags, interjections, 
seeking opinions….) 

Uses proper 
discourse 
markers. 

Shows some 
awareness of 
them. 

Uses 
occasionally. 

No discourse 
markers. 
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Aim : Read and comprehend the text.

Language focus : Listen and comprehend the meaning of new words from the context.

40 minutes

Session 3
Time:  1½ hours

Activity 8 - Chain reading

Teacher initiates an interaction based on the picture.
Elicits responses in the light of the previous ideas.

What do you know about Yasuaki?
Learners say what they know?
How old is he?
Which class is he in? Is he in Totto Chan’s class?

Asks them to find the above information from the passage.
Let the learners read the passage given in page number 149.
Process reading
Teacher asks the following questions to the class:

What was Totto Chan’s secret plan?
Why was Totto Chan looking down at her feet when she was lying to her mother?
Totto Chan told a lie to her mother. Why did she lie? Do you agree with her idea of lying?

Learners  sit in a circle. Teacher gives numbers to them. Asks them to open the Reader, page 149.
Then she/he calls out a number. The learner concerned may read the first sentence of the passage aloud.
Then the teacher calls out another number. The learner who has that number reads out the second
sentence of the passage.
The activity continues till all learners get a chance to read at least once.
Teacher reads the passage with prosodic features.

Assessment: How many of the learners could read the text properly?
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Aim :  Read and comprehend the text.
Language focus :  Listen and comprehend the meaning of new words from the context.

50 minutesActivity 9 -       ‘A friend in need’      

Will Yasuaki Chan be able to climb up the tree? What will Totto Chan do?
 Please read the passage. (page no. 150& 151)
 Underline the difficult words,if any .
 Find out the meaning of the  difficult words using a dictionary.
 Now sit in groups and read the passage again.

Echo reading
   Teacher reads the passage sentence  by sentence with proper prosodic features.
   Llearners follow the teacher.

Assessment:  Could the learners identify the sentences about Totto-Chan’s character? 

 Could they select the apt adjective? 
 Could they prepare the write up based on their findings? 

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
 To what extent my learners were able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
 What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
 Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
 What support shall I give them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: Nil
Evidence of learning in the classroom:
Things in the portfolio :
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Aim : Observe the given picture and comprehend the idea.
Language focus : Comprehend the meaning and find out the apt word from the

passage, TottoChans’s idea(Page 152).

20 minutes

Session 4
Time:  1½ hours

Activity 10 - Picture Reading

 What is Totto Chans’s idea?
Elicits maximum free responses
Teacher asks the learners to read the picture on page 152.
 What do  you see in the picture?
 Where is the boy standing?
 What is Totto Chan dragging?
 Find out the word from the passage. (Step ladder)
 Where did she get it from? 
 Read the passage and find out the sentence.
 Now, sit in pairs and read the passage. Share the idea and clear the doubts.

Assessment: Were the learners able to read and understand the meaning of the passage?

Aim : Read and comprehend .
Language focus : Read ,comprehend and express accordingly.

40 minutesActivity 11 - ‘Sorry! You are wrong!’ 

Teacher reads the passage sentence by sentence and sometimes making  mistakes deliberately.
Learners follow the teacher looking at the texts. When they identify the mistakes,  they should shout
‘Sorry! You are wrong!’ .Then teacher reads the correct sentences.(Eg: Totto Chan ran down to the
shed and pushed out many things….) Teacher continues the game with other sentences.

Assessment: Were the learners able to follow the instructions? 

Were they able to comprehend the idea of the passage?

Aim : Read and understand the passage.
Language focus : Understand the story and answer the questions.

30 minutesActivity 12 - Give me the Word

Teacher asks the learners to count  1 to 7 in a  rhythm twice. Then asks them to count with clap. Repeat
the rhythm in different methods(first by counting then by clapping, thenclapping on the thigh and then
snapping the fingers along with clapping on the thigh) Repeats the same. Then Teacher  asks some
interactive questions.
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How do you feel now? Are you happy? 
What about Totto-Chan? Is she happy?
What did she do? She said something. What’s it?
Let’s read.
Open your Course book page No.154&155( The struggle),read and find out what she said.
What was Yasuaki Chan’s  feeling when he looked at the step ladder?
Read the passage
Now ,sit in your group and read. 
Teacher follows ‘Give me the word’ technique to make the learners read the passage.
Ok..I’ll read out the passage. I’ll pause at many places and leave out some words.
 You have to give me the correct word. Ok? 
Teacher displays a score sheet and gives points to each correct answer.

Assessment:
 Were the learners able to follow the instructions? 
 Were they able to supply the missing word? 

Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
 To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
 What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
 Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
 What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in student’s note book:

Evidences of Learning in the classroom: Score sheet.

 Things in the portfolio:
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Assessment:  Assess the ability of the learners to read effectively.

Aim : To map a place
Language Focus : Listen , read , comprehend and map the place accordingly.

50 minutesActivity 14 - Route Map

Aim : Read and comprehend the text.
Language Focus : Listen to reading, practice reading using appropriate voice, pause and

  expressions.

40 minutes

Session 5
Time:  1½ hours

Activity 13- Corner stills

Refering to the previous ‘Give me the word’ activity’, teacher asks:
· How was the experience? 
· Did you feel any difficulty in finding the correct word? 
· Ok..All of you have done well.
· Where is Yasuaki Chan now? 
· Can you help him to reach the fork? 
· He’s waiting there. 
· Now,let’s see what’s going on there. 
· Totto Chan felt like crying, but she didn’t. Why? 
· Read your text ‘The struggle’  (page 154 ) and  find out the answer.
· Then what did she do? Can you enact it? 
· Sit in groups and read the passage
· Which group is ready for presentation? 

When one group presents, other groups should find out the sentence from the Course book.

You know that Totto Chan and Yasuaki Chan are good friends.
Totto Chan went to Yasuaki Chan’s house. But she’s confused how to reach there.
Can you help her?
Teacher draws the route map ( Course book page No. 169)on the floor of the classroom. Divides the
class to 4 groups. Each group discusses how to give directions properly by reading the route map.
(Refer page number 170 also). Then each group finds a member as Totto Chan. That member takes the
position in front of Totto Chan’s house and moves according to the directions of his/her group
members. Each group performs the same.

Teacher introduces two emoji cards of happiness and sadness in the class. When she shows the card
one by one learners should show the expression given in the card. Then teacher assigns two or three
directions to each group given in page 170. When one group reads a direction others show the emotion
suitable to it( For correct direction happiness and for wrong direction sadness. All learners complete
the task given in the Course book on page 170
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Assessment: Were the learners able to identify the directions?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
· To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in student’s note books: Nil
Evidences of Learning in the classroom: Emoji cards,

Things in portfolio :
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Aim : Listen and Comprehend
Language focus : Listen to the teacher and respond to the interactive questions

90 minutes

Session 6
Time:  1½Hours

Activity 15 - Guided Imagery

Teacher plays a rhythmic music and makes them move in the classroom  according to the rhythm. 

Let them sit down and relax. 
Teacher talk:
     Sit down on the floor.
    Close your eyes .
     Feel the silence.
     Feel relaxed.
(Plays a soft music)
Teacher narrates the part “On the top of the world” (PageNo:156&157)
She/he plays the audio of  “Top of The World-The Carpenters lyrics’’ at the end of the
narration.
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V08tc-pBx9Y
Video is available with lyrics in the given link )

Now.. slowly open your eyes. 
What did Yasuaki Chan see sitting at the top of the tree? 
What was his feeling then? 
They were talking about something. What was it? 
Have you ever had such an experience? 
Now, read the part individually .Then share it in the groups

Teacher interacts with the learners
· Yashuki Chan was climbing a tree for the first time in his life. What could his feelings

be?
· What could be the feeling of Totto Chan ?

The teacher asks each learners to read the diary individually.(Page No 178)
Interaction.

Have you read it?
Is there any problem in the diary?
Yes! there are some mistakes. Now  rewrite it.
You know that Yasuaki Chan is very excited after climbing the tree.
Now  prepare the diary of  Yasuaki Chan.

· Individual attempt.
· Group Sharing & Presentation.
· Teacher version.
· Editing.
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Assessment:  Could the learners engage in discussions? 

 Could they understand the feelings of the boy? 

 Could they prepare the diary entry?

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?

2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?

3. How did I help others today?

4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?

5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
· To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in learner’s notebooks: Edited diary entry of Totto Chan, diary entry of Yasuaki

Chan.

Evidences of Learning in the classroom: Big book of dairy entries.

Things in portfolio     : Individual attempt ofdiary entry of Yasuaki Chan
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Aim : Prepare a write up about a character.

Language focus : Comprehend a story and write down a write up about a character

in the story.

45 minutes

Session 7
Time:  1½Hours

Activity 16 - Character sketch

Teacher asks the learners to sit in group and read the passage . Asks them to

select some sentences about Totto Chan from it. Teacher writes down some adjectives

suitable to the character on a chart.

(Loving, caring, helping, hardworking, happy, innovative, brave etc.)

Asks them to select  the apt word to describe Totto Chan.

Later let them  write some of the peculiarities of Totto Chan that they have noticed.

Interaction
· Sit in groups and read the passage.
·  Find out  of the sentences about Totto Chan’s character.
· I’ll give you some words . Select the most suitable word that expresses the character of Totto

Chan.
· Ok. Good. Now write down some sentences about Totto-Chan’s character.
· Each one should write one sentence.
·  Now you discuss in your group and prepare a write up about Totto Chan.

Assessment: Were the learners able to prepare a character sketch?

Aim : Form meaningful words.
Language focus : Identify the correct word 

20 minutesActivity 17 - Word Tree (20 min)

(Annexure 3)
Teacher displays the chart of the word tree in the class .
Form groups 
Let the learners identify the correct words written in the chart. Distributes worksheet
(Annexure 3) and asks the learners to colour the parts of the same word using the same
colour
Teacher talk 

· Sit in groups
· Do you see this picture of the tree? 
· Here are some words from your Course book, but they are not complete.
· Single word is split into two or three parts.
· Find out the correct word and write it in your notebook.
· Colour the same word using the same colour.
· One member from each group can come forward and colour the word.
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Assessment : How far were the learners able to identify the correct word?

Aim : Comprehend the language element.

Language focus : Construct sentences using the structure too….to.

30 minutesActivity 18 - Too......to

Teacher  may narrate a story using the structure too…to  so that the structure is familiarized.

Then she calls one learner and asks.
· Can you lift this table using your finger?

No
· Why? 

The table is too heavy to lift.

Call another learner and ask.
· Can you touch the roof? 

No
· Why? 

The roof is too high to touch
· Can you balance your pen on your pointer finger? 

No
· Why? 

It is too difficult to balance

Teacher may write the sentences on the black board after each interaction.

Annexure 2  (Worksheet for Too.....to)

Teacher displays the worksheet in the class.

Let them read the first example given in the worksheet.

Divides the learners into 4 groups.

Distributes copies of the worksheet in the groups.

Let them identify the apt adjective and the verb according to the picture given in the

 worksheet

Assessment : Could the learners combine sentences using the structure? 

Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?
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Teacher’s  Reflection:
· To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in learner’s notebook: Individual attempt of the speech·

Evidences of class room process: Big book.

Things for the portfolio: Nil

60 minutes

Session 8
Time: 1½Hours

Activity 19- Our trees, Our plants

Aim : Develop an attitude to protect trees.

Language focus : Participate in group activities  and write about the different steps to protect trees

Teacher takes the learners to their school premises to watch the surrounding nature. Teacher and the
learners together engage in different activities in their biodiversity garden like planting, watering etc...
Leads them to a discussion on different programs to plant and protect trees, and its importance.Asks
them return to the class and then to write what they have to do to protect trees in school, according to the
discussions carried out. Follows the process of writing.

Assessment : Assess the participation of the learners in group activities and discussions.
 How is their written product?

30 minutesActivity 20 - Speech

Aim : Prepare simple speeches.
Language focus : Prepare simple speech to congratulate Totto Chan and present it with all the
prosodic features.

Materials : Audio /video clippings of simple speeches

Teacher interacts with learners about the qualities of Totto. Leads a discussion based of her qualities
( Helping mentality, loving ,caring, friendly etc…) and lists them out. Asks the learners to share the
experience of helping others.
Random  presentation  of their own experience.
Shows the videos / audios of different speeches in the class to  make them watch the general features
of a speech.(Beginning, content, conclusion etc…)
 Helps them to prepare a speech for congratulating Totto if she visits their school.
Follows the process of writing.
(Individual writing, random presentation, group sharing , presentation, editing).
Random presentation of  the speech by learnerswith all the prosodic features.
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SPEAKING

Learner’s Reflection:
1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
· To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in learner’s notebook:· Individual attempt of the speech·
Evidences of learning in the classroom:· Bigbook
Things in the portfolio:

Areas  Need improvement Satisfactory Good  Excellent  
Comprehension & 
grammar  

Has difficulty in 
expressing ideas. 
Speaks in one or two 
words or in mother 
tongue. 

Able to 
express ideas 
but makes 
mistakes in 
sentence 
structures and 
tenses. 

Able to express 
ideas well but 
makes minor 
mistakes.  

Able to express 
ideas in proper 
sentence structures.   

Vocabulary  Uses mother tongue. Uses basic/ 
limited / 
Inadequate 
vocabulary. 
 

Good, appropriate 
vocabulary.  
 

Uses proper 
vocabulary sto 
communicate in 
most social and 
academic 
contexts 
 

Fluency  Uses one-word/two-
word utterances/ 
 Silence. 

Uses simple 
sentences 
Uses phrases 
and "chunks." 

Uses fluent 
connected speech, 
occasionally 
disrupted by the 
search for correct 
form of 
expression. 

Uses fluent 
connected 
speech. 

 

Assessment : Were the learners able to prepare the speech?

Could they identify the features of a speech?
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20 minutes

Session 9
T i m e :  1½Hours

Activity 21 - Snake and the Mongoose

Aim : Energise the learner.

Language focus : Follow simple instruction while engaging in the game.

Teacher divides the class into two groups saying the words Snake & Mongoose.She distributes balloons
tied with a string to all learners. Learners tie the balloons on their legs. When the whistle is blown
learnern start breaking balloons of the others. In the next whistle they stop breaking balloons. Learners
who remain with the balloons are the winners.

Assessment : How many of them were able to follow teachers instructions?

40 minutesActivity 22 - Touch the wall

Aim : Comprehend a passage through reading.

Language focus : Analyse the idea of the sentences and act accordingly.

Teacher asks learners to read the passage ‘RikkiTikkiTawi’ (page 161)Individual reading of the
passage.Teacher marks two opposite classroom walls as ‘TRUE’ & ‘FALSE’. Let the learners stand in
the middle of the room. Teacher reads some statements related to the story. Some samples are given
below.·
The name of the mongoose is Nag.·
Teddy found Rikki, a mongoose in his kitchen.·
Teddy and Rikki became friends.·
Nagina is a snake.·
Rikki heardNagina’s plan to kill the family members of Rikki.·
Rikki and Nag fought in the garden.·
Teddy killed the snakes.
When teacher reads a false statement, all the learners should run towards the ‘False wall’. When she
reads a true sentence, they must run to the ‘True wall’ The one who reaches the correct wall wins.
Those who stay in the centre and who go to the wrong wall will be eliminated from the game. If necessary,
the participants may  be given a chance to refer the Coursebook.
Continues the game till one remains as the champion.

Assessment : Were the learners able to act accordingly to the instructions given by the teacher.?·

  Could they comprehend the passage or not?
  Could the learners comprehend the text?
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50 minutesActivity 23 - Book designing.

Aim : Comprehend a passage and present it in a creative way.

Language focus : Designing a book incorporating the ideas read.

Asks the learners to find the main events of the story.  Let them sit in groups and discuss the events.
They  are encouraged to read the passage once again. Teacher elicits the major events of the story.·
Teddy, the young boy finds Rikki, a mongoose in his garden.
Teddy and Rikki become friends.·
Rikki sees Nag and Nagina, the snakes in the garden.
Rikki hears Nagina’s plan to kill the family members of Rikki.
Rikki and Nag fight in the bathroom.
Teddy’s father kills Nag.
Teacher distributes seven  A-4 sheets  to each group. Asks the groups to write the events and draw
appropriate pictures on the paper. Let them add some dialogues in the suitable contexts.
Interaction·
  What is the title of your book? ·
  Draw a cover picture for the book. ·
  Write the names of the group members on the front inner cover of the book.
(Colouring and designing can be given as a home assignment.)Leads the learners to the activity given
in page 165 of the Coursebook.

Assessment : Did the learners respond to your instructions? How far were they able to find out the
  major events?

Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Teacher’s  Reflection:

· To what extent were my learnersare able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?
· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook:· Events of story. Text of the designed book
Evidences of Learning in the classroom:·Book designed by students
Things in the portfolio :
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Aim : Listen and enjoy the poem.
Language focus : Listen to the poem ,reassemble the  lines and sing the lines.
TLM : Laptop, LCD projector, speaker,paper  strips containing the lines of

the poem ‘Bed in Summer’, chart,  sketch pens, audio of poem
‘Bed in summer’,

40 minutes

Session 10
Time: 2 hours

Activity 24 - Assemble the lines (Bed in Summer)

Teacher asks some interactive questions and elicits responses.
   What did you do yesterday? ·
   When did you wake up? Teacher lists them on a chart. She can supply points if necessary.·
   Which all are the things you like to do /forced to do?·
   How do you feel if you were forced to wake up early ?·
   How do you feel if you were asked to sit in a room and learn lesson while others are playing?
Plays the audio of poem ‘Bed in summer’. Splits  each line into  two or three parts (according to the
number of the learners in the class) and distributes the strips among them. Plays the song again and asks
the learners to associate the lines with  their strip. Asks them to find out the learners having  other part of
the same line.Let them form a group according to the stanza. Meanwhile the teacher can play the audio
to facilitate the formation of groups.Ask them to write the lines in a chart paper in the right order. Then
teacher  plays the video and asks them to sing along with the video clip.Teacher interacts with the
learners. (Who is the speaker of the poem?A child or a grown up person?....)
Elicits responses.

Assessment : Were the learners able to identify the theme of the poem?

Aim : Read and appreciate poem.
Language focus : Read the poem individuallyand answer the questions.

20 minutesActivity 25 - Read and appreciate

Teacher asks the learners to read the poem given in the coursebook.
Interacts with them to bring out the main idea.
Leads the learners to a discussion on how the poem is related to Totto’s story by asking the scaffolding
questions.

Assessment: Were they able to identify the theme of the poem?
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Aim: Read , enjoy and add more lines to given poem
Language focus:Add more lines to the poem.
Materials: Chart paper ,sketch pen.

35 minutesActivity 26 -  If I find

Teacher sings the song (Page number 167 of the Coursebook) ‘If I find’with proper action and asks the
learners to follow the teacher.
Repeats the lines two or three times to get the rhythm properly.
Asks them to add one more stanzas  in the same pattern individually.
Let them sit in groups and refine their products.
Gives sketch pen and chart to each group  and asks them to write their lines on it.
Let each group sing the song with proper actions,  followed by the whole class.

Assessment: How many of the learners could add lines to the poem?

Teacher’s  Reflection:
1. To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
2. What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
3. Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?

4. What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Expected writings in learner’s notebook: Added lines of the poem.

Evidences of classroom process: Group products (added lines of the poem).

Things for the portfolio: Individual attempts of added lines.
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Aim : Understand the usage of seeking permission.
Language focus : Use  proper expression for seeking permission
TLM : Collected materials from surroundings like glass, bottle, leaf etc.

20 minutes

Session 11
Time: 2 hours

Activity 27 - May I ?

Teacher places 10 or more objects collected from the surroundings on the table and covers it with a
cloth. The class is divided into two groups. Then teacher uncovers the cloth and gives 30 seconds to
observe the objects kept on the table. After that, one member from each group comes forward and
asks for an object he/she remembers. If the learners asks the same object on the table his/her group get
points.
Teacher instructs the learners to use following structure while asking for objects.

· Can I get …..
· Shall I get………….
· Will you please…….

Assessment: How many of them used correct structure?

Aim : Understand the usage of seeking permission.
Language focus : Match the strips appropriately.

20 minutesActivity 28 - Match the strips

Teacher places a box in the class which contains pieces of sentence strips. Divides the learners into 3
groups. One learner is assigned as the leader who takes care of pasting the strips on chart. They are
supplied with a chart paper and a glue. When teacher blows the whistle, one of the members of each
group comes forward and takes any one strip from the box. Learners paste them in the appropriate
space on the chart. Then the next member comes and does the same. The group who pastes maximum
correct questions on the chart will be the winner. Following sentences can be written in the strips.

Assessment: How many of the learners could match the strips propeprly?

May

Will

Shall

May I

Shall I

Can

I drink some water?

you please give me a pen?

we play?    leave the classroom?

 go for a lunch?

 we  go out?

get some water?
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Aim : Comprehend and perform a skit.
Language focus : Comprehend the instructions and act accordingly.

50 minutesActivity 29- Monkey and Banana

Teacher tells the story of ‘Monkeys go on strike’ in the class. Divides the learners into two groups.
Assigns the characters and asks them to perform the story after thorough planning. After the performance
let them go through the pages of the Coursebook 172,173 & 174 and complete the task. Distributes
worksheet among the learners and asks them to fill it. (Annexure 5)

Assessment: Could all learners participate in the skit?

How many of them have acting talent?

Teacher’s  Reflection:

· To what extent were my learners able to listen and comprehend my instructions?
· What are their levels of the ability to focus on the instructions?
· Who needs immediate support and the teacher’s attention?

· What support shall I give to them to improve their ability? How?

Learner’s Reflection:

1. Which activities do I remember now?
2. Which activity/ activities did I enjoy greatly? Why?
3. How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty today in comprehending the instructions?
5. How can I solve the issues, if any?

Expected writings in learner’s notebook: Matched sentences.

Evidences of class room process: Sentence strips, chart.

Things for the portfolio: Filled in worksheets.
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Aim : To check the learner’s comprehension and ability to retell the story.
Language focus : Retell the story as a chain story  using their own language.

45 minutes

Session 12
Time: 2 hours

Activity 30- Read and Retell

Teacher splits the class into two groups.
Asks each group to read the whole story thoroughly.
(The great adventure).
Let the learners divide the story among themselves and prepare for retelling the story using the technique
of chain story telling.
 Asks each group to present the story in their own language.

Assessment: Assess their comprehension of the story and the language used to retell their part.

Aim     : Analyzing and responding.
Language focus : Analyse the given context and femiliarize the expression ofsupporting or differing

30 minutesActivity 31- Do you agree or not?

Teacher distributes some paper strips which contains some statements of agreement and disagreement
(Activity 3,  page No.168)
She/he distributes materials for making placard also. Each learner makes a placards using the statement
given to them. Teacher divides the learner into four groups. Two types of expression should be there in
each group ( suitable to agree and disagree).
Teacher creates an atmosphere for a debate in the class and presents the subject of the debate.
Learners can respond showing the placard. Then teacher asks the learners to justify their responses.
When one learner presents his /her opinion ,the opponent group can respond to it.
Subjects for debate

· Is watching television good/bad?
· Should cutting trees be prohibited?

Assessment: Could the learners respond on a given topic?

Activity  32 - Complete the passage 15 minutes

Teacher leads the learners to Activity 8 in Page 177. Stundents fill in the blanks using the words given

in the brackets. Let them sit in pair groups and share their products

Assessment: Could the learners choose the correct word and complete the work?


